
Free Video Tutorial from Acclaimed Online Business Expert Reveals Hidden 

Secrets of WEB HOSTING Companies  

 

Noted online entrepreneur and business coach Michael Bashi has hit the headlines once 

again with yet another useful business support website revealing reliable information 

about all web hosting companies. This new website Hostmonopoly.com is intended to 

help millions of people trying to find out the most viable hosting alternative for their 

business website. With a beautifully crafted, free video, Mr. Bashi has explained how to 

find out the best amongst a crowd of service providers.   

 

Michael Bashi, a well known business consultant and online marketing trainer, continues 

his praiseworthy efforts to make life easier for online business enthusiasts around the 

world by launching a new website to help them with unknown facts and figures about all 

web hosting companies. The website Hostmonopoly.com reviews different website 

hosting companies taking all relevant service related factors into consideration. The 

findings of these reviews can be availed free of charge from a highly informative video in 

the website. Michael Bashi is considered by the online business community to be one of 

the emerging figures in this extremely popular stream of business.  

 

Finding the best web hosting company is a chore for most aspiring website owners. 

There are too many of them on the market and most of them fail to deliver the desired 

result. Mr. Bashi, along with his colleagues, have reviewed all companies considering 

factors like quality, server reliability, unlimited bandwidth and domain availability, round 

the clock support, and many more. Most importantly, the video in Host Monopoly not 

only reveals the name of the best service provider based on these points, but also provides 

all the necessary training support to set up a new website hosting account.  

 

 

The visitors to the website can access this free video only by providing their email 

address. When asked about his inspiration behind introducing this excellent website, Mr. 

Bashi said, "Selection of a proper website host is a concern for all. At the beginning of 

my career, I have been through the trouble of shifting from one company to another, 

looking for the best one for me. This video will tell you which one is the company you 

should use". He also added that the entire process of web hosting has been explained in 

detail in the video.  

 

About Hostmonopoly.com:  Hostmonopoly.com is a review website launched by noted 

business consultant Michael Bashi. This website helps entrepreneurs find out the best 

web hosting service provider with a comprehensive, free training video.  

 

 

 

Contact:  

Mr. Michael Bashi 

http://www.hostmonopoly.com 
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